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Unforgettable
Experience

With FUN Baking, let our chefs draw out
laughter and spontaneous candid moments
from each participant, and capture these rare
moments with photo opportunities and
make lasting memories. 

Take back a unique and immersive
experience privy to you and your team only.
This experience will bring you all closer than
ever before!



Food is
the source
of happiness
Savour your personal culinary creations
as each participant will be able to bring
back their own bakes!



Hands on Baking
with Professional
guidance
Our professional & friendly chefs provide personal
guidance to each participant. Learn a skill while
having FUN while overcoming challenges as a team!



Fun for all
An adventure at BELLS is suitable for all
ages, demographic groups. No baking
experience is required at all! Everyone
gets to enjoy the event together!



Team bonding

Communication
and Teamwork

Form deeper connections and lasting
friendships when you expose your team
to new experiences outside of the office!

Some say the kitchen is like a warzone! Participants
will take on different roles & communicate
effectively to ensure they work in unity to complete
a common goal, baking delicious food!



The team building activity was well-delivered as the chef was clear and patient. The
theme of the event was also interesting and made the entire experience more memorable.

4.8 Rating
on Google

5.0 rating
on Facebook

You have our full assurance that we will make your event an success

The activities were fun and engaging, The chef was professional and patient in guiding the
activity

- JOANNE

- XIN YUN

 I really enjoyed & had fun in class. Chefs Michael, Laure and Ee ling were so nice.
Thank you everyone

 – CHIA AI WEI

The event was great, studio is really nice and chef was very engaging, and really got the
group to laugh non stop throughout! It was an amazing experience and the team had
captured so much great pictures to share, and not to mentioned, good food!

- NGO PEI JING JESSLY 

I am able to learn a lot of skills from the much enjoy session by Chef Kenny.
Their teaching style allow me to grasp the concepts easily, and their teaching is very
concise and direct!

-  NG HUI PING

My first lesson in baking and I enjoy it very much! I learned a lot of techniques on how to
make nice bread!

- LIM AI LENG

What Our
Participants say



Animal
Kingdom

1.

2.

3.
Secret Agent
Espionage

Flamboyant
Hawaii

Choose your
Adventure!

Baking with a cute mascot from
the animal kingdom! Get creative
with your animal tribe in this
magical adventure!

Watch your back while baking or
you might end up being sabotaged
by the Secret Agent

Bring out your tropical instincts
and step into a holiday-making
Vibe. Indulge in a baking
“vacation“ in Flamboyant Hawaii!



Hen’s Night Cartoon
Adventure

Magical
Fairy Land

Enjoy an intimate and unforgettable
experience with  your girls!

Have fun & bake up a storm with
the residents from Cartoon land! 

Learn from our fairies in the
magical cake kingdom!

Choose your
Adventure!

4.

5.

6.

Suitable for Kids

Suitable for Kids



Choose your
Recipe!

Summer Paradise
Swiss Roll

Choux Au CraquelinWhy Is My
Cheese Cake Burnt?

Matcha Yoghurt
Flow Cake

Chocolate Lover

Margarita Pizza Mochi Chocolate
Brownie Cake

*Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only.



How do I Embark
on My Adventure?

Choose a Recipe 

Choose a Complementary theme!

Let us know your dates and no of pax!

Contact our Friendly Adventurer Consultant!

Start your baking adventure!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Each adventurer get to hands on create their own
creation to take home!

Special request? Let us know !

We can cater for small clique of adventurers or large horde of adventures!

WhatsApp at 8868 8629!

And you're good to go!



BELLS Baking Studio, part of the larger BELLS Academic Group,
boosted 14 years of industry training experience in WSQ training,
Emerging Technology, New Media & Baking.

BELLS Baking Studio has trained over 50,000 baking enthusiast in
across 3 baking experience centre. BELLS is the official organiser of
Baking Symposium to support aspiring bakers & business in Industry
Networking & Employability.

Our Baking
Studio

Suntec City Mall
3 Temasek Boulevard #02- 408/
409/411/412 S(038983)

(Esplanade MRT Exit A)

 International Plaza
10 Anson Road, #06-18 S(079903)

(Tanjong Pagar MRT Exit C)

Simei Eastpoint Mall
3 Simei Street 6, #03-06 to 07 S(528833)

(Simei Exit A)



About BELLS
Baking Studio

More than 70 Chefs from renowned 5 Star Restaurants,
Patisseries and Academies, with series of decorated awards
and strong credentials in the Baking Industry.

Our celebrated Chefs are dynamic, engaging and versatile in
the delivery of their knowledge, skills and creativity.
Prepare yourself for a never before enjoyable baking
experience when you start whisking in BELLS Baking Studio.



Yes! You can purchases our specially curated gifts. Do drop
us a message to our adventure consultant find out more!

You can WhatsApp our friendly Adventure Consultant
at 8868 8629!

Yes you can! Our adventure can also be catered for
corporate team bonding, friends/family gatherings, as well
as birthday parties

Events are booked via the number of studios required. We
have a range of studios that can cater for up to 24 pax per
studio. Teammates with special dietary requirements? Tell
us and we’ll make it work for you!

Each adventurer get to make their own products and we
will provide all the necessary ingredients , even gloves,
aprons & takeaway boxes.

No worries! You can replace the adventurer with another
adventurer! Just let us know before the adventure begins.

Depending on Adventure, it will be a 3 to 4 hours session.
You can choose from:
8:30am to 12:30pm           |           9am to 1pm
2pm to 6pm                      |           2:30pm to 6:30pm

For special request of timing, please let us know!

How do I book for a Corporate event?

Can I book the event for friends/family gatherings?

Can we purchase gifts for our adventure?

What is the minimum / maximum number of participants?

Will every participant have their own pastries to take back?

What happen if 1 of my particpants could not attend?

How long is the adventure ?

Q.

Q.

Q.

Q.

Q.

Q.

Q.

A.

A.

A.

A.

A.

A.

A.

FAQ



www.bells.sg

8868 8629

WhatsApp
Our Friendly
Adventure
Consultant NOW!

@bellsbakingstudio

Preferred Dates and Day

Time  | 4 hours training (Tick a box)

Monday

8:30am - 12:30pm

Thursday

2pm - 6:pm

Tuesday

9am - 1pm

Friday

2:30pm - 6:30pm

Wednesday

Baking Details

Contact Person Name Company Name

Contact Number Email

Contact Information

Choose your complimentary theme

Remarks

No. of Adventurer

Contact Us
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